Double Limberg Flap for Stage IV Sacral Decubitus Ulcers with Compression Fracture of the First Vertebra of Lumbar Spine: A Case Report
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1. Introduction

Decubitus is defined as skin damage to an area and base of tissue caused by a protruding bone as a result of pressure, shifting, friction, or a combination of these things. Decubitus is damage to anatomical structure and normal skin function as a result of external pressure associated with bony prominences and does not heal in the usual order and time. This disorder occurs in individuals who are on a chair or on a bed, often in incontinence, malnutrition, or individuals who have difficulty eating alone and have impaired levels of consciousness. Meanwhile, decubitus is a wound to the skin and/or the tissue underneath, usually caused by a protrusion of the bone as a result of pressure or a combination of pressure with shear and/or friction forces. Decubitus ulcers can be a serious problem in frail older adults. They can be related to the quality of care the person receives. A pressure ulcer is defined as a degenerative change caused by biological tissue (skin and underlying tissue) being exposed to pressure and shearing forces. The pressure prevents the blood from circulating properly and causes cell death, tissue necrosis, and the development of ulcers. A number of surgical methods have been devised over a year for the treatment of decubitus ulcers. Plastic reconstruction procedures have the advantage of early recovery, less pain, early return to work, and low recurrence. Double Limberg repair is our procedure of choice, which we present here as our experience.
2. Case Presentation

A 21-year-old male with a chief complaint of difficulty moving his legs. Complaints have been felt since 1 year ago when the patient fell from a height. The patient also complained about not being able to feel his feet when touched. At Dr. Mohammad Hoesin General Hospital, the patient is planned to undergo posterior stabilization. After the posterior stabilization is carried out, the patient is in bed for a long time, so at this time, the patient also complains of pain, and there is a wound in the patient's buttock area. After evaluation, we performed a Limberg flap to cover the decubitus ulcers on the patient's buttocks. The study performed the Double Limberg flap surgery on this patient. Surgery was performed under General Anesthesia. The patient was placed in a prone position with the buttocks strapped for wide exposure. After adequate shaving and skin preparation, the area was excised, and flap lines were marked on the skin. With the hip slightly flexed and rotated inward, a line is drawn from the posterior superior iliac spine to the posterior superior angle of the greater trochanter; the point of emergence of the superior gluteal artery from the upper part of the greater sciatic foramen corresponds to the junction of the upper and middle thirds of this line.

A double Limberg flap was performed, wherein two flaps were raised from the bilateral Gluteal region to cover the larger sacral defect. A suction drain was placed in the wound cavity through a separate stab incision. The subcutaneous tissues were approximated using 2-0 polyglactin-interrupted sutures, and the skin using 2-0 monofilament polyamide black interrupted mattress sutures. Antibiotics were given for 7 days, initially in the intravenous form and then orally. Patients were nursed in a prone or lateral position with an air bed and other supportive care. Follow-ups of patients were done on an outpatient basis, monthly, for the first six months.

Figure 1. Decubitus wounds. A. Description of decubitus wounds; B. SGAP flap scheme.
In the present study, a double Limberg flap was used. Flap necrosis or wound infection was not seen in this case. The largest defect covered by this flap in our series was 12x14 cms. There was no recurrence of pressure sores in this patient in the 6-month follow-up period.

Figure 2. Overview of flap results.

3. Discussion

A pressure sore is a type of injury that breaks down the skin and underlying tissue when an area of skin is placed under constant pressure for a certain period causing tissue ischaemia, cessation of nutrition and oxygen supply to the tissues, and eventually tissue necrosis. Pressure sore formation is highly influenced by risk factors, including all conditions leading to immobility, decreased or lack of sensation, and malnutrition. The spinal cord injury patient population is at the highest risk of developing pressure sore. Pressure sores are classified into 4 stages corresponding to the depth of the damage based on the European Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel (EPUAP). Stage 1 describes intact skin with nonblanchable erythema; stage 2 has partial thickness skin damage with possible blister formation but no subcutaneous tissue visible. Stage 3 has full-thickness skin loss with subcutaneous fat exposed but no muscles, bones, or tendons visible. Stage 4 causes tissue loss with exposure of muscles, bones, tendons, or vital organs. The mainstays of pressure sore treatment include offloading the offending pressure source, adequate drainage of any areas of infection, debridement of devitalized tissue, and regular wound care to support the healing process.8-14

In this study, the double Limberg flap was used to close large pressure ulcers (up to 12 x 14 cms). This flap is an interesting procedure for skin movement, in which a rhomboid defect is created and then closed primarily with a similarly shaped flap of the same size. In designing this flap, the surgeon draws a line from the outer point at a 120° angle, bisecting the angle, with its length being equal to that side of the rhomboid. From the outer point of this line, another line is drawn at 60°, parallel to the side of the defect. Its length again equals that of the side of the rhomboid. Before any incisions are made, a further check of skin availability and laxity is made with the thumb and forefinger. This checking procedure ensures that the donor defect closes primarily. If it doesn’t, then the original rhomboid may be changed in position, or another donor flap may be used. A number of methods have been developed over the years, but none is proven satisfactorily optimum. Different plastic procedures have been described in the literature for thus creating large defects. Patient compliance, postoperative pain, infection, recurrence rates, hospital stay, frequent wound dressings, and early return to work are the factors that make a procedure ideal for the situation. Limberg flap repair has advantages as it is easy to perform and design,
and it flattens the natal cleft with a large vascularised pedicle (Superior Gluteal artery), sutured without tension. It also avoids midline scar and prevents maceration, thereby preventing recurrence.15-20

4. Conclusion

The Limberg flap is a very useful and strong flap, easy to master and practice, and can be tailored to suit the sacral defect. There is no tissue loss or dog ear formation while rotating the flap since it is a geometrical flap. Better nursing care is possible, as all sutures meet with minimal lateral extension. The study does not jeopardize any area from where creating a future flap is possible, and there is always a backup plan in case of recurrence in the form of an opposite diagonal flap. This flap is simple to execute, and the results are satisfactory. Also, it spares underlying muscles for future use. The Limberg flap provides a good padded skin cover, with the suture line away from the midline, which is the area of ulceration. However, further study by different surgeons at different centers is desirable to further explore the efficacy of this flap in pressure ulcers.
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